Triangle Country Dancers Privacy Policy

Triangle Country Dancers (TCD hereafter) respects your desire for privacy. Your electronic information will be stored and processed exclusively by TCD. Your electronic information is never sold, traded, shared, swapped, or bartered with any other organizations or any other individuals. Your electronic information, herein comprised solely of your email if you supply it, will be used to send you:

- opportunities for volunteer work at various TCD functions,
- TCD’s periodic newsletter (The Hey!),
- notices of special TCD sponsored dances, and
- TCD’s Spring Dance Romance (SDR) weekend organizers will send email notices of its opening, reminders to register early, confirmation of your registration, and notice of registration closing.

TCD hires Pay Pal to collect online payments for MEMBERSHIP and for SDR. TCD has no control over how Pay Pal uses your name and email, and we (TCD) suggest you read the Pay Pal Privacy Policy before you use their services.

The United States Department of Commerce and the European Commission have agreed on a set of data protection principles and frequently asked questions (the ‘Safe Harbor Framework’) to enable U.S. companies to satisfy European Union (EU) law requirements for adequate protection of personal information transferred from the European Economic Area to the United States. Triangle Country Dancers (TCD) abides by the privacy principles set forth in the Safe Harbor Framework, which can be found at the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Web site at http://www.export.gov/safeharbor